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Serving LGBT Catholics Since 1974 

Spirituality, Equality and Justice: Nurtured in a Welcoming Catholic Community 
DignityUSA envisions and works for a time when Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender 
Catholics are affirmed and experience dignity through the integration of their spirituality 

with their sexuality, and as beloved persons of God participate fully in 
     all aspects of life within the Church and Society. 

Closing out another year for some is bittersweet while welcoming for others.  In any 
case, 2019 is here.  2018 was a busy year with our many efforts to benefit people in 
need (March Madness, AIDS Walk, non-perishable food drive, Giving Tree, etc.).  
As always, thank you for your outstanding continuing support in these efforts.  
We held 56 liturgies (Sundays, Ash Wednesday, etc.) throughout the year last year 

with 22 different Presiders supporting us – we are very blessed in this area as we only had 1 Sunday this 
year without a Presider as a last minute conflict arose.  
The 2018 Annual White Elephant gift exchange was held last month and was a success with over $500 
raised.  Thank you for the pizza and submarine sandwich that was donated by several members, along 
with other donations of pop and desserts.  
SurveyMonkey survey results will be shared in our quarterly membership meeting on January 20th. Thank 
you for your patience as we worked out the kinks with this survey.  76 members and non-members 
responded and a lot of interesting feedback was received.  

 

 
 
 1st—Solemnity of Mary 
  6th—Epiphany of the Lord 
  13th—Baptism of the Lord 
  20th—2nd Sunday in Ordinary Time 
                   Council Meeting at 4:30pm 
                   General Membership Meeting 
   27th —3rd Sunday in Ordinary Time 

 

 

Membership Incentive Program Continues 

The leadership team of Dignity Detroit instituted a 

Membership Incentive Program effective July 1st.  If you 

become a member or renew your membership in Dignity 

Detroit in any given month, you will become eligible to 

win a $25.00 gift card.  All names of new members or 

renewed members in a given month that appear on the 

National Roster we receive around the 15th of the 

following month, will be put in a hat and one individual 

will be chosen.  If you have been thinking of becoming a 

member or have simply forgotten to renew your 

membership, wait no longer.  New and renewed 

m e m b e r s h i p s  c a n  b e  c o m p l e t e d  a t 

https://www.dignityusa.org/join 

 

Congratulations to our November winner:  Tom N. 
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Musings from the back pew... 

Do you ever dream?  I don’t mean those kinds of dreams that you have 

when you sleep and then wake up trying to figure out what it meant.  I 

mean the kind of dreams where you hope for something perhaps better 

than what your reality is at the present.  Sometimes I dream about winning 

the multi-million dollar lottery and what I could do with all that money, and 

then I quietly chuckle to myself.  I’d first have to part with a buck or two and 

play the lottery if I were ever to hope to win it.   

Perhaps you dream of a day when we will have full equality in the church.   Your dream may be one for 

peace and harmony in your family  and in our world.  Maybe you long for or dream of good health for 

yourself or someone whom you care for very deeply.  It’s good to dream; it’s even better to work to 

make these dreams a reality. 

I, too, have lots of dreams.  I dream of a day when things like cancer and kidney disease are eradicated 

from our world.  I dream of a day when all war will end,  all of our soldiers will be home safely, and peace 

will truly break out.  I dream of a day when there will be no such things as poverty and homelessness.  I 

dream of a day when all children will have access to equal opportunities for quality education.  I dream 

of a day when there is affordable health care for everyone.  I dream of a day when all who dare to call 

themselves believers in God will truly understand what that means (and I don’t pretend to even know it 

myself). 

What lead me to thinking about dreams?  Coming up on January 21 is Martin Luther King, Jr. Day and he 

had a dream; secondly, the reading from Paul’s letter to the Corinthians from the very last Sunday of this 

month.  These two things, at first, seem very divergent yet, upon further reflection, they really aren’t.  A 

version of Dr. King’s I Have a Dream speech was given here, in Detroit, on June 23, 1963, two months 

before it was delivered in Washington, D.C.  I never learned this in school; I learned it from an Italian 

gentleman who was there.  He said it was emotional and electrifying to be at Cobo Hall that day.  It has 

taken a while, but parts of  King’s dream have become reality.  St. Paul, too, in writing to the people of 

Corinth, had a dream that he wished to see become reality. 

Paul’s dream was for the Christian church to be interdependent and unified.  What does this mean?  

Simply, it means that we can all depend on each other to accomplish the mission of Christ and remain 

united in doing so.  He makes the analogy of the church being like a human body; one part of the body is 

no more important than the other.  If the words of Paul are to ring true, then no one member of the 

church holds more importance than another.  Is this the reality of our present-day church?  Is this the 

reality of Christian churches as a whole?  Has Paul’s dream been realized?  These are unsettling ques-

tions, especially for those of us who continue to seek out the truth of Jesus’ mission for the Church.  

These are questions that should prod each of us into thinking about our dreams for our church...both the 

global church and our own Dignity community. 

Claudia 



  

 

LGBT Catholics Are a Reality 
Theology Must Acknowledge Gender Science 
By Craig A. Ford, Jr. 
December 19, 2018 

Note: This article was taken from the December 19, 2018 issue of Commonweal Magazine, which is a 
liberal American Catholic journal of opinion, edited and managed by lay Catholics, headquartered in The Interchurch 
Center in New York City. It is the oldest independent Roman Catholic journal of opinion in the United States. 

 
 

An LGBT choir sings outside the Pastoral Congress at the World Meeting of 
Families in Dublin (CNS photo/Clodagh Kilcoyne, Reuters) 
A pair of developments in the fall of 2018 helped illustrate once more the 
need for an understanding of gender and sexual identity adequate to what 
we know about human sexuality. The first was the Trump administration’s 
proposed modification of Title IX to define “sex” as either “male or female, 
unchangeable, and determined by the genitals that a person is born with,” 
leaving all “disputed cases” to be resolved through genetic testing. This 

binary classification of sexual identity would impact nearly 1.4 million Americans who do not identify with the 
gender indicated on their birth certificates, prompting transgender and gender-queer persons (and those 
who stand with them) to characterize the proposal as transphobic and anti-LGBTQ+. 
 
The second was the decision by bishops at the 2018 Synod on Young People not to include terms like “gay” or 
“LGBT” in the synod’s final document when discussing theologies relevant to persons who identify 
somewhere along the LGBTQ+ spectrum, or simply as “queer”—even though the former term was used in 
the gathering’s preparatory documents. (Some notes on these terms: When used to refer to identity, the 
word “queer” distinguishes gender identities and sexual orientations that exist at some variance, on the one 
hand, with a binary understanding of cisgender embodiment [man/woman], and, on the other, a binary 
understanding of sexual desire and sexual practice. Both “queer” and “LGBTQ” are shorthand, but the latter 
explicitly names specific identities. Adding “+” to LGBTQ signals that there are forms of gender and sexual 
variance beyond those named in the acronym. One such example is “gender-queer,” which distinguishes any 
gender identity that lies at some variance with the cisgender gender binary, covering persons for whom the 
word “transgender” does not accurately represent their self-understanding. As others have pointed out, the 
simple use of the term “LGBT”—even without the “Q” or the “+”—represents great progress in terms of 
recognition in ecclesial documents.) 
 
Of course, when it comes to the Catholic Church’s conversation about queer persons, there’s nothing new 
about a conflict over something so small as how to refer to people who clearly already have shown a 
preference for how they would like to be named. But it has made it more clear than ever that the current 
theology of sex and gender has run its course. 
 
Just consider how this theology typically, and predictably, is debated today. On the one side, we have 
comments like these from Archbishop Charles Chaput of Philadelphia, writing against the use of the term 
“LGBT” in church documents: 
 
(Continued on p. 4) 
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Continued from page 3 
 
There is no such thing as an “LGBTQ Catholic,” or a “transgender Catholic,” or a “heterosexual Catholic,” as if 
our sexual appetites defined who we are; as if these designations described discrete communities of differing 
but equal integrity within the real ecclesial community, the body of Jesus Christ. 
 
On the other, we have the words of Fr. James Martin, S.J., writing in favor of the use of “LGBT” in church 
documents: 
Referring to L.G.B.T. people with the name that most now use for themselves is part of the “respect” called 
for by the Catechism…. Refusing to call a group by the name that most in the group prefer borders on 
disrespect. L.G.B.T. youth, who are often harassed, bullied and “called names” are especially attentive to 
disrespectful language. 
 

Two things are worth pointing out here. The first is that both of these statements reflect a recurring dynamic 
in the Catholic understanding of sexuality: the driving of a wedge between the “doctrinal” approach to queer 
persons, and the “pastoral” approach to queer persons. Chaput himself emphasizes the doctrinal point driven 
home by Cardinal Ratzinger in 1986: homosexuality is not an identity. Rather, it is an adverse psychological 
condition. And on this logic—the same logic, by the way, that rightly grounds the conclusion that we should, 
for example, prefer the term “person living with depression” to “depressed person”—we should not refer to 
persons in ways that may imply that they are essentially defined by something that they are, in fact, 
managing. 
 
Our theology of sex and gender does not reflect the actual world that God has created for us. It reflects, 
instead, an understanding from the world of another time. 
 
But this is a nonstarter for queer persons—something Martin realizes. Even if the teaching states that 
homosexuality constitutes a sort of “objective disorder” or that transgender identity somehow dishonors God 
as creator, such an approach will do nothing to increase the number of queer persons in our congregations. 
The term “LGBTQ+ Catholic,” at the very least, validates the experience that queer persons have of their own 
identities—it is not something they are “managing.” The use of the term assures queer persons that, 
regardless of how the theological conversation ends around sexuality, it nevertheless begins with each 
person on equal footing. In other words—and as Francis in his papacy has relentlessly pointed out through 
comments validating the experience of queer persons—there is no other approach to queer issues other than 
to maintain a humble respect for how queer persons experience their own embodiment. There is, then, no 
other approach besides a pastoral approach. Such is the way of mercy—indeed, such is the way of the Lord 
Jesus—that Francis is trying to model for us. 
 
The second point to make is that this entire conversation about nomenclature distracts us from the 
conversation that we should be having, which is about how to bring our theology about gender and sexual 
identity into alignment with reality—that is, into alignment with what we know about human embodiment 
and sexual experience. Speaking as a theological ethicist within the Roman Catholic Church, I tell my 
students, “Good ethics begins with lived human experience informed by the virtues of justice and equal 
regard, and by respect for better understandings of human embodiment that we’ve gained over time. Let’s 
begin here.” 
 
(Continued on p. 5) 
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Continued from page 4 
This means that we cannot talk about what the world should be like until we come to an understanding of 
what the world is like. The same goes for understanding gender and sexuality. And for an understanding of 
what gender and sexuality is like, we need to turn to scientists (though, of course, not exclusively to them) 
who study the phenomena that we are interested in. For homosexuality, the results have been in for 
decades: same-sex attraction, far from constituting a psychological disorder, is actually a normal trait 
observed in human sexual experience. And as Anne Fausto-Sterling, a professor of biology and gender studies 
at Brown University, pointed out in a recent column in the New York Times, the complexity of gender identity 
is something scientists have been learning about since the 1950s. The existence of transgender, genderqueer, 
and intersex persons challenges the notion that gender comes to us in a prepackaged binary. Intersex persons 
challenge this binary at the level of biological constitution; trans and genderqueer persons, at the level of 
one’s psychological constitution. What do we know in 2018? Speaking specifically about intersex persons, 
Fausto-Sterling writes: 
 
An XX baby can be born with a penis, an XY person may have a vagina, and so on. These kinds of 
inconsistencies throw a monkey wrench into any plan to assign sex as male or female, categorically and in 
perpetuity, just by looking at a newborn’s private parts. 
 
The truth is that our theology of sex and gender does not reflect the actual world that God has created for us. 
It reflects, instead, an understanding from the world of another time. But more importantly, such a theology 
does not reflect a truly Catholic method of studying sexuality, which has typically come through the 
framework of natural law. The natural law, as an ethical framework, represents an approach to human 
flourishing that begins with an honest assessment of what it’s like to be humans running about in the world. 
This requires, in the case of understanding human sexuality, a broad consultation with scientific and 
philosophical approaches to human sexuality. Only after this point can we begin to ask what light the Gospel 
shines on what it would mean for human beings to flourish as sexual and gendered creatures. 
 
But this is precisely what Archbishop Chaput seems not to want us to do. In the same speech in which he 
discouraged the use of “LGBT” within church documents, he also said the following: 
 
Who we are as creatures, what it means to be human, why we should imagine we have any special dignity at 
all—these are the chronic questions behind all our anxieties and conflicts. And the answer to all of them will 
not be found in ideologies or the social sciences, but only in the person of Jesus Christ, redeemer of man. 
 
To oppose “the person of Jesus Christ, redeemer” to “the social sciences” is to employ a dichotomy that the 
Catholic tradition cannot sustain, especially if we believe—as John Paul II celebrated in his encyclical letter 
Fides et ratio—that all truth has a common origin in God. It is one thing to disagree with scientific findings, 
but it is another thing to find them simply inadmissible. Chaput’s comments here do not evince the nuanced 
approach of the former. 
 
Just as the Trump administration threatens to undo decades of work in creating a more just world for queer 
persons, deferring to an understanding of sex and gender that doesn’t comport with the world in which we 
actually live, so we Catholics are exiling ourselves from the world with our current theological framework for 
making sense of sex and gender. We need to understand the trajectory of human sexual flourishing as one 
that maintains a critical openness to how researchers have been able to shed light on sex and gender identity 
over time. We should expect this from ourselves; we should expect it equally from our church’s leaders. 
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Two Ways to HELP Dignity Detroit without spending 

any more $$$$.... 

 Register your Kroger Plus card at: 

 www.krogercommunityrewards.com 

 If you don’t have a Kroger Plus card—you 

can sign up for one a any location’s customer 

service counter.  

 Click on Sign In/Register 

 Most participants are new online customers, 

so they must click on SIGN UP TODAY in 

the ‘New Customer?’ box. 

 Sign up for a Kroger Rewards Account by 

entering zip code, clicking on favorite store, 

entering your email address and creating a 

password, agreeing to the terms and 

conditions 

 You will then get a message to check your 

email inbox and click on the link within the 

body of the email. 

 Click on My Account and use your email 

address and password to proceed to the next 

step. 

 Click on Edit Kroger Community 

Rewards information and input your 

Kroger Plus card number. 

 Dignity Detroit’s Kroger # is TD036 

 Remember to use your Kroger Plus each time 

that you visit Kroger.  Using the above # 

does not change anything regarding Kroger 

Fuel Points that you also earn.  

 Use the following web address: 

 smile.amazon.com 

 Make sure that you are signed 

in to your Amazon account 

 Designate Dignity Detroit as 

your desired charity recipient 

 Shop as you normally would 

and we receive a portion of  the 

proceeds.  

 However, you need to ensure 

that you shop at : 

 smile.amazon.com 
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Dignity Detroit meets every Sunday 

evening at 6:00pm in the Sacred Heart 

Chapel at Marygrove College.  

8425 W. McNichols @ Wyoming 

Please join us! 
All Are Welcome! 

Contact us at: 

Postal Mail:  P.O. Box 558, Royal Oak, MI 

48068-0558 

Voice-mail:  (313) 278-4786 

Email:  dignitydetroit74@yahoo.com 

Website: www.dignitydetroit.org 

Ken Wojciak 
 

Interior/exterior painting 
Free estimates 
313-319-7712 

KenWojciak@gmail.com 
 
 
 

 
Chicago 

July 5-9, 2019 
Registration details  
available early 2019 

 
Register for the 2019 DIGNITY/USA Conference at: www.dignityusa.org 

Modern Tax & Accounting Service 

Inc 

Serving You Professionally Since 1983 

Robert B Babut 

Senior Tax Accountant 
Dignity Detroit Member 

 
445 W Woodruff Ave Hazel Park MI 48030 

700 Towner St Ypsilanti MI 48198 
 

                  Member 

 

 (248) 544·2002 or (734) 485·4800 
rbabut@moderntaxservice.com 

www.moderntaxservice.com 
 

 

 

       

        Fiscal Year Budget Performance                2018 Year-to-Date Results 

 Year-to-date Budgeted Liturgy Support  $6,250   Kroger Community Rewards  $11.22 

 Year-to-date Actual Liturgy Support  $6,052   Amazon Smile   $15.54 

 Over/Shortfall    ($ 198)    Total Community $$ received $26.76 

For Your Reference 

https://www.natptax.com/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjfoq3al7TfAhUBXq0KHUwZBWsQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fkindercommentary.wordpress.com%2F2016%2F05%2F11%2Fthe-churchs-response-to-the-lgbt-community-ex-gay-ministries-and-beyond

